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The Modern Vinyl
Hygienic, scratch-resistant and easyto-clean, these wonderfully warm and
welcoming surfaces give you the look and
feel of wood with the ease of maintenance.
The acoustic benefits of vinyl means it’s
soft underfoot, minimising noise and
offering the perfect solution for those
busy homes!

ii

Vinyl floors aren’t water-sensitive as
they are made from virgin PVC, so won’t
lift, swell or delaminate. In addition, the
protective wear-layer ensures the surface
stays scuff and scratch-free, and has a PU
(polyurethane) or anti-microbial silver
ion treatment that makes them hygienic
and easy to clean.

Penninsula is a water-resistant, durable
and convenient vinyl flooring solution
for high traffic areas in your home, like
an open-plan kitchen, dining and family
room. It is available in a deep range of
textured finishes and wood-look planks
for a natural aesthetic. Penninsula is
suitable for heavy traffic commercial use.
www.belgotex.co.za
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UPHOLSTERY

LEATHER
SYNTHETIC

FABRICS
CUSTOM

FURNITURE
Belgotex has a wide selection of cushion and luxury vinyl tiles
available in organic wood-look tones and textures to display a
down to earth look in your home or workspace.

ANNAHIDE BONDED

LEATHER

www.belgotex.co.za - Tel: 033 897 7500

Taylor’s blind product range comprises systems, fabrics and
materials. The systems have a modular structure, a clean design
and have been specially developed for easy assembly, installation
and user-friendliness. The variety in systems, colours, materials
and designs offer endless possibilities for every functionality,
atmosphere and style.
www.taylorblinds.co.za - Tel: 0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)

FROM IDEA - TO INFINITE POSSIBILITIES

28

From the purity of a fine design through to it’s finished
form as furniture of unsurpassed style. See how a
creative concept finds it’s life in the most beautiful of
ways when you choose quality Italian leather from
Emmay Trading. Crafting, accenting and realizing
your vision - from idea to ideal.

IMPORTERS & DISTRIBUTORS
Upholstery Leather | Fabrics | Custom Furniture | Components

For more information on
products and services kindly visit:
WWW.EMMAYTRADING.CO.ZA
+27 (83) 700 4067
+27 (0) 11 822 4727
info@emmaytrading.co.za

EMMAYTRADING
& PROCUREMENT

Unit 8, Evergreen Park
471 Sam Green St
Tunney Ext 9
Germiston 1401
South Africa
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FROM THE
EDITOR

Continuous innovation

T

he experts maintain that doing
things the same way will not
produce different results and
it certainly won’t create any form of
innovation. We have taken this approach
regarding Designing Ways and have
now included certain podcasts to related
articles within the magazine. I have
recently started a radio show on Radio
Today called the Design Authority, where
we discuss everything related to design.
Where applicable these podcasts will be
linked to the printed articles and will
be accessible at www.podomatic.com/
podcasts/designauthority/episodes/ This
will also provide potential advertisers
with a secondary platform thus adding a
completely new dimension. We will also
be including video clips into our digital
version of Designing Ways making this
completely interactive. The truth is that
print is here to stay, but the dynamics of
Bloc.1-2 pg ad pths emb.pdf
the platform will change. 1 2018/02/09
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This month we were privileged to
interview Jill Munger from “time&space”
who is featured in our Designer Portraits
section, and also Ryan Illgner from
Blacksmith Interiors, the company
featured in our renders section.
I am particularly excited about our art
section where we feature Lionel Smit, an
extremely talented local artist who has
had a string of solo exhibitions in Helsinki
as well as New York. Once again we feature
some of the most incredible projects from
around the world including a project
called Pine Tree. This project was created
in Miami Florida but more importantly
by local iconic architecture firm SAOTO.
This proves once again that South African
designers and architects are being sought
after all over the globe.

1:53 PM

We have recently received some
great feedback on Designing Ways but
continually welcome your input and
suggestions.
Enjoy the June issue of Designing Ways.
Warm regards,
DAVE NEMETH
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DESIGNER
PROFILES

For complete bathroom solutions

The next step
in hygiene
evolution.
Every aspect of this beautifully
contemporary range, from
design to functionality, has been
created with easy-cleaning and
effective hygiene in mind.
Vito Nesta

A29644

KYMA & FLORILEGIUM - Page 32
Vito Nesta, graduated in Interior
Design in Florence and is of Apulian
origin, Vito Nesta lives and works in
Milan. Designer, art director, interior
decorator and craftsman, he is driven
by his attraction for distant cultures,
using his travels as a continuous form of
inspiration. His creative thoughts are the
result of a profound introspective path
that transforms formal expression into
a style and is expressed through graphic
and product design projects, interior
decoration, photography and painting.
Some of the companies with which he has
collaborated and which today perform
his work are Cadriano, Devon&Devon,
Effetto Vetro, Fratelli Majello, Imarika,
Karpeta,
Les-Ottomans,
Myhome
Collection, Riva 1920, Roche Bobois,
Texturae and Galleria Secondome.

NO HIDDEN AREAS
Allows for easy and fast cleaning.

DFI COATING
A stain resistant coating that
ensures effortless cleaning.

100% TRULY
RIMLESS BOWL
Designed to prevent the hidden
build-up of stains and dirt.

EASY LIFT SEAT
Designed to limit contact for
hygienic purposes.

CONTEMPORARY DESIGN MEETS EFFORTLESS HYGIENE
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africa.kohler.com | +27 11 050 9000 | contact.africa@kohler.com
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DESIGNER
PROFILES

Mikiya Kobayashi
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Donut Stool - Page 90
Mikiya Kobayashi, born in Tokyo, in 1981, established his own studio in
2006.
Since his beginnings, Kobayashi’s creation process is not focused on the
way we use the object but on the sensitivity in the perception of its designs.
He is always looking for a singularity in his minimalist shaping. His line is
subjective yet still of a sensitive nature.
His first wood projects enhanced a long relationship between the designer
and this material. Already attached to natural resources, the attraction would
continue to grow until becoming his first medium. He is actually closely
related to his cultural heredity, to the perception he has of his environment.
Kobayashi loves to connect this cultural legacy with the new opportunities of
our times.
Kobayashi is one of the most productive Japanese furniture designers and
also works, designs products and takes special care to assert a unique and
strong identity on his collections.

Tel: 011 434 0444, Email:Shantelle@chairexpress.co.za
44 Hulbert Rd Cnr Rosettenville Rd, New Centre, Johannesburg
PO Box 39108, Booysens, 2016

facebook.com/radiant.co.za

twitter.com/RadiantSA

instagram.com/radiantsa/

Life just got
brighter
dw • June 2018
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1 of 2000 staircases instal led

DESIGNER
PROFILES
All About Art - May 2018 - Page 68
Simeon Ferreira, is a 26 year old freelance designer
based in Bedfordview who specialises in illustrations. He is
completely self-taught and currently works under the name
slick art. He believes that if something has a surface it can
be turned into a work of art. We featured Simeon in the May
2018 issue of designing ways where we made a huge error in
referring to him as a she and apologise for this.

Simeon Ferreira

Jill Munger - Page 30
The eternal optimist, crazy about anything creative, being active and
outdoors, and a collector of music. A passionate interior designer, Jill
has been in the industry for 24 years, 18 of which as the co-founder, partowner, and CEO of time&space design consultants. With a National Higher
Diploma in Interior Design from The University of Johannesburg (Technikon
Witwatersrand), and 23 years of hands on experience, Jill has become an
expert in commercial interior design space. In her position at time&space
she is responsible for marketing and business development. She is constantly
keeping a keen eye on the creative quality of all time&space projects.

Jaime Micha

Jacobo Micha
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ARCHETONIC - Page 76
ARCHETONIC is a Mexico City based study with more than 30
years of practice in architecture projection headed up by Jacobo Micha
& Jaime Micha
All their projects have the base commitment to improve the
environment, paying special attention to design methodology, materials and
local processes.
They design spaces with a systemic methodology: self-sufficient and sensitive
to the context, with spatial quality and economic responsibility, always keeping
in mind that architecture is to inhabit, serve and coexist in society.
Deciphering the formal limitations of design has led them to generate
opportunities to experiment and achieve unique spaces; thanks to a wide
knowledge of operation they are able to achieve optimal functionality in their
projects.
They approach challenges of any scale, gender and temporality; taking care of
even the smallest detail, from its conception to its execution.

Solid Oak Staircase, balustrade and flooring finished with Rubio Monocoat Oil
Visit our showrooms in: Johannesburg +27 11 466 0701 • Cape Town +27 21 461 1186

www.forestflooring.co.za

Since 1995. .

Solid timber floors & stairs
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TRADE
WINDS

ENHANCE YOUR
WORK SPACE

MBA North bestows honorary life Membership
on Flooring Doyen

www.bl i nddesi g ns .co .za

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

Commercial Blinds

K

Enhance your work space with a selection of Blind Designs
Commercial Blinds. The range is designed to meet the demanding
nature of an office or hotel environment, Blind Designs
Commercial Blinds are geared and tested to meet your project's
specific performance requirements.

Neil Duncan (right), director of KBAC Flooring, receives the Honorary Life Membership bestowed on him
by MBA North from the Association’s president, Jason Wilmot.

N

eil Duncan, a respected leader
in the South African flooring
and building industry, has been
awarded Honorary Life Membership
by Master Builders Association (MBA)
North.
Duncan, currently Director and
formerly Chief Financial Officer of
KBAC Flooring, is among the pioneers
of training in the flooring sector, having
successfully implemented an internal
training programme at KBAC Flooring

14
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– an initiative which has already resulted
in 30 KBAC flooring installers acquiring
SAQA/CETA-accredited qualifications.
He has also been instrumental in the
establishment of the Flooring Industry
Training Association (FITA) which
registers, accredits and provides training
of flooring installers nationally, and serves
as one of FITA’s directors.
Apart from his involvement in the
flooring industry, Duncan has also played
voluntary and key roles in the building

industry overall over the past 44 years.
A qualified Chartered Accountant, he
has, for example, served as Trustee and
Principal Officer of the Gauteng Building
Industry Pension and Provident Fund,
Honorary Treasurer of MBA North,
Executive Committee Member of MBA
North, and President of MBA North in
dw
2006 and 2007.
www.kbacflooring.co.za

..

FIND A BLIND PROFESSIONAL IN YOUR AREA:
Johannesburg:

Cape Town:

Port Elizabeth:
PC Agencies:

087 075 0876

Total Blind Design:
021 040 3002
The Best Blind Company: 021 040 3001

Umhlanga:
Aesthetics:

031 040 3192

Klerksdrop
Ridwaans Interiors:

R&C Trading:
Blind Time:

010 040 3157
010 040 3154

Blinds All Types:
Blinds Express:

010 040 3155
010 040 3156

Curtain Club:

010 040 7993

Blind Rage:
Galaxy Blinds:

010 040 3153
010 040 3495

Ballito:
Blinds All Of Them:

031 040 3191

Pretoria:
Picture Perfect:

010 040 7992

Knysna:
Milk&Honey®:

087 075 0877

Sakkies Blinders:
Blind Fusion:

010 040 3158
010 040 7994

Bloemfontein:
Ralph Blinds:

010 040 7100

010 040 7638

Namibia:
Windhoek Touch of Style: 061 2 4 5 3 0 3
Walvis Bay Touch of Style: 064 220 238

www.windovert.co.za

ww w .bl i nd d es i g ns. co. z a
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TRADE
WINDS

Southern Africa’s Top Architecture Student Crowned for New
Vision for District Six!

A

t a dedicated event held at
the Architecture ZA (AZA)
Conference at 012 Central,
Pretoria, on Friday 4 May 2018, 22-yearold student Roark Robinson was
crowned the winner of this year’s PPC
Imaginarium Award for Architecture and
received a R50 000 cash prize! The PPC
Imaginarium Award for Architecture
has replaced the Des Baker Award for
outstanding student design, making
Robinson – who hails from the University
of Cape Town – the top architecture
student in Southern Africa. Robinson’s
winning project envisages a “public,
connective architecture” for a District Six
of the future.
In addition to sponsoring the PPC
Imaginarium Awards, PPC is also a longstanding key sponsor of AZA, Africa’s
premier urban festival of architecture.
The focus of this year’s AZA included
issues related to culture, human
settlement and environmental potential.
It was thus a fitting backdrop on which to
bestow the PPC Imaginarium Award for
Architecture.
Architecture schools across Southern
Africa were invited to submit works by
final-year students for consideration. All
21 finalists’ projects were on exhibition
at the 012 Central Gallery as part of the

AZA programme. In keeping with the
AZA’s theme of resilience and memory,
entrants were asked to locate a ‘hole’ in
urban infrastructure caused by rapid
growth and change, and to contribute
to spatial transformation by addressing
connections between the community’s
memory and resilience.
The entries were judged at the AZA by
an international panel of architects, some
of whom formed part of the AZA speaker
line-up. The judges included:

Hermann
Kamte,
Cameroonian
architect and founder of the awardwinning firm HKA | Herman Kamte &
Associates;
Prolific Chilean architect Enrique
Browne, who co-founded Browne & Swett
Arquitectos and is a respected writer and
designer; Maria Fernanda Derntl, author
and professor at the University of Brasilia;
Award-winning architect Nadia Tromp of
Ntsika Architecture; and, Award-winning
studioMAS architect Heidi Boulanger
(van Eeden)

Now that the AZA has concluded,
Robinson’s winning project will join the
national travelling exhibition of the PPC
Imaginarium Awards, which includes
all category winners across fashion,
sculpture, jewellery, film and industrial
design. The PPC Imaginarium Awards
travelling exhibition will be at the AVA
Gallery in Cape Town from 17 May – 6
June 2018. Thereafter, the show will visit

the Turbine Art Fair (12-15 July 2018) and
100% Design South Africa (8-13 August
2018).
The PPC Imaginarium Awards is South
Africa’s most supportive arts and design
competition for emerging creatives.
The BASA award-winning initiative
encourages up-and-coming creatives to
produce innovative designs from concrete.
The 2018 round of the competition

witnessed a record number of finalists
chosen out of the six entry categories,
namely, film, fashion, sculpture, jewellery,
industrial design and architecture. The
PPC Imaginarium Awards has now
extended its reach from South Africa to
Zimbabwe, and is running its first PPC
Imaginarium Awards in Zimbabwe in
dw
2018.
www.ppcimaginarium.co.za

The judges chose Robinson’s proposed
Artisan Centre for District Six in Cape
Town as the overall winner. According
to this budding young architect: “District
Six stands vacant and scarred as one of
the greatest exhibitions of Apartheid era
planning reinforcement. As one of the
pioneering redevelopments of the area,
the building aims to set a precedent for
future developments, encouraging acts
of public, connective architecture and
creating the first framed public space in
the area.”
Fellow UCT students Anna Stelzner
and Ilaena Napier were declared the
runners-up and received a cash prize of
R20 000. Two additional commendations
were bestowed on the entries of Nelson
Mandela University students Robert
Duvenage and GP Greyvenstein.
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TRADE
WINDS

Meet Grant Longmore our new R&D manager

W

oodbender are delighted to
welcome Grant Longmore
to the Woodbender team.
Grant joined them in April after an eightyear stint with Pierre Cronje and has
taken up the position of Research and
Development Manager.
Although Grant only joined in April;
he’s already become part of the furniture
at Woodbender. He brings a wealth of
experience to his position, having worked
across several different industries and
a diverse range of markets, and we’re
excited to have him on board.
Grant has always loved making
things and decided to study Mechanical
Engineering at Natal Technicon.

After graduating, he worked in steel
construction and then went on to spend
eight years in the UK, where he learned
many things – including, initially, what it
was like to have absolutely no money! He
also learned about design and draughting,
how to use AutoCAD, and to check, check
and check again.
He also met his wife in the UK and
when they moved back to SA, Grant
started a kitchen manufacturing business.
Here he learned that owning your own
business is tough, no matter how smart
you are or how hard you work; reserved
for very special people.
He then started working for Pierre
Cronje and it is here that his love for wood
really began.

When asked what he loves most about
his job; Grant responded that he loves
solving problems and being creative and
he is in his element when he gets to do
both at the same time.
The most important lessons he has
learned in life is to listen, be patient and
to never go for the money. And finally, to
have the courage to be yourself.
For Grant it is also not all just about
work; he also enjoys the outdoors and
frequently likes to go running, mountain
dw
biking and fly fishing.

www.woodbender.co.za

TM

Cape Town
82 Sir Lowry Road,
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Kramerville Place, Ground Floor,

Woodstock,

14A Kramer Road,

Cape Town, 8001

Kramerville, 2090

021 461 9078
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Johannesburg

011 262 0202

www.corefurniture.co.za
dw • June 2018 19

RETAIL
DESIGN

WHY CHOOSE FOREST FLOORING..?

Galaxy Bar and Bottle Shop
Moskva, Russia

FULL TURNKEY

SOLUTION

20 YEAR

S u st a in a b ly
Sourced
Timber

GUARANTEE

COMBINED

250 YEARS

Monoloko’s atmospheric
design alters perceptions
of Moscow establishment

M

onoloko Design, a Russian
design firm espousing the
latest in stylistic trends and
leading edge technology, is proud to
announce completion of the Galaxy
Bar and Bottle Shop redesign. Set in a
neoclassic Moscow building, the craft
beer brewery’s new azure monochrome
interior and geometric forms embody
the philosophical elements of “Russian
Cosmism” and “Suprematism”, resulting
in an atmosphere that fosters a sense of
freedom and imagination.
“The idea was to create a pure, bright
monochrome space that facilitates a
release of the mind and the expansion of
human perceptions, as if walking onto a
non-objective art canvas,” explains X.
“Color has great influence over human
perception and has an extraordinary
ability to influence moods and emotions.”

Redefining imagination
The philosophy of superiority of color
over human perception was the driving
force behind the creation of a space
designed to free the minds of its patrons,
and where perceptual sets can intervene to
influence people’s perceptions and the way
that they interact with their surrounding
environment. The brightness and clarity
of the bar’s monochrome interior is otherworldly, conjuring perceptions of a clear
and open space, devoid of color influences
typically attributable to the power of man
and nature.
Reflecting the ideology of Kazimir
Malevich, Monoloko then combined
the space’s monochrome color scheme
with the fundamental principles of
Suprematism, an abstract art movement
dedicated to pure artistic feeling and
basic geometric forms. The idea was to

create an imaginative open space where
light sources and color will alter visual
perceptions of the bar’s three-dimensional
geometric furnishings, defined as
Suprematist in composition and monomaterial in implementation.
A celestial sphere
Layered over the space’s bright blue
hue, Monoloko endeavored to create
a heavenly atmosphere resembling a
limitless universe through the creation
of a spatial light installation, consisting
of flexible neon light enveloped in a
polyurethane shell. The resulting effect
is the perception of a non-objective free
space, where patrons can take a step back
from their traditional views of time and
dw
substance.
www.monoloko.ru

TECHNICAL
EXPERIENCE

VERY OWN
JOINERY
FAC TO RY

30 YEARS
IN TIMBER
INDUSTRY

WE INSTALL
THROUGHOUT
SOUTH AFRICA

Flooring • Decking • Cladding • Joinery

AVERAGE

5 000 m²

2000

EXPERIENCE

700 000 m²

15 Y E AR S

Decking Installed

PER INSTALLER

Flooring Installed

500 Walls cladded
& Installed

PRODUCT
QUALITY
CHECK

3000 +
Happy
Clients

100+ Qualified

Installation staff

AFTERCARE
SERVICE
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VA R I E T Y
FLOORING
OPTIONS

Johannesburg: +27 11 466 0701
Cape Town: +27 21 461 1186

www.forestflooring.co.za
20

Staircases
built & Installed

Solid timber floors & stairs
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WHATS HOT

1
2
3

1

. Nevada Coffee table
Solid Rubber Wood and Duco combination.
Oaklands Furniture was opened in December 2011 by three guys who shared
a vision of starting a concept showroom that offers furniture, décor, design
and manufacturing of bespoke items.
Their strategy was clear; they would not have a dedicated design style but
rather offer a broad spectrum of designs that would include Contemporary,
Classic, Industrial and Retro.
A non-negotiable focus was that these items had to be locally manufactured
to customer specifications. Quality and attention to details was the key.
They started a range of dining and lounge products made from reclaimed
Oak flooring which inspired them to look at upcycling and recycling of
various materials to create unique items.

2
3

. Monte Carlo Plasma unit
Solid Rubber Wood and Duco combination.
. Nevada open plasma unit
Solid Rubber Wood and Duco combination.

5

5

4

. BOKU chair
The Boku chair is offered in two sizes (visitor or reception) and is now
available with wooden legs.
MOS in collaboration with Collaboration Impumelelo Business Furniture
www.mosproducts.co.za
www.impumeleloonline.co.za

22
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. The A Chair
A very comfortable, contemporary solid wood chair that is made for the
hospitality and restaurant industry. Choose from solid Oak, Ash, Kiaat or
Blackwood. Upholstery choices include fabric or genuine leather.

www.karongwefurniture.co.za

6

www.oaklandsfurniture.co.za

4

6

. The AIR Chair
Lightweight and strong – hence the name. A very durable, high traffic
hospitality chair. Choose from solid Oak, Ash, Kiaat or Blackwood.
Upholstery options include various colours and combinations of nylon braid
or nylon strapping.
www.karongwefurniture.co.za

7

. African Cork Stools
Manufactured in Cape Town from organic and completely recyclable dark or
light cork. The dark cork is manufactured from recycled cork particles and
is produced industrially without the use of additives and requires low energy
consumption. Whereby the light cork is 98.5% natural with a small amount
of adhesive to bind the granules, making it durable and user ffriendly.
www.wiiddesign.co.za

7
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FUTUREPROOF

Change your mindset and change your approach
By Dave Nemeth

a turn off for potential clients. Although
there is no quick fix, there are certain
things that companies can start doing
to survive and ultimately thrive in this
disruptive world.

W

e are continually reminded
that the only certainty in
business today is the death
of business as we know it. With this in
mind, it is becoming increasingly difficult
to plan the future of your business or even
your own career if you are employed.
Coupled with this disruption is a volatile
economy that swings up and down like a
pendulum, although recent moves have
shown signs of stability. The size of a
company is no longer a surety for survival
as we have recently seen with the demise
of Toys R Us internationally as well as
Stuttafords locally.
There seems to be a lot of doom and
gloom for both business owners as well as
employees at present, with the economy
as well as politics being blamed for the
harsh trading conditions. With reference
to the building industry, I continually
hear about projects which have been
budgeted for being put on hold. While
I know there have been a vast number
of projects which have in fact been
put on hold, a drive through Sandton
or Fourways tells an entirely different
story. I cannot remember ever seeing as
much development as we are currently

24
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experiencing. A recent article in Business
Tech stated the following:
“Despite an incredibly turbulent time
for the construction sector – and the
South African economy as a whole – over
the past few years, there has been no sign
of significant developments slowing down
in the country’s major cities.
From mega-cities being built in
Gauteng and a slew of new developments
in Cape Town to fanciful ideas for ‘old’
areas in Durban and even new cities
being constructed on the outskirts of
these economic hubs, we have a lot of new
spaces to look forward to in the coming
years.
They go on to highlight five
developments currently underway which
are valued at over R1 billion.
Many of those in business whom I
have come across in the past few months,
remind me of sulky teenagers whose
access to Wi-Fi has just been taken away.
Words that come to mind include lost,
demotivated, self-pitying and of course
confused. On the flipside to this, I have
come across companies who are flying
high in the same space. One company
in particular has won all eight pitches

they have presented this year to largescale retail outlets. On closer inspection
and spending time with both camps, it
is remarkably noticeable that the way
in which the successful ones think is
entirely different. Not only is the way
they think different but the way in which
they conduct their business is also vastly
different to the way they did some years
back and they are continuing to evolve.
The adage of “doing things the way you
have always done them will not produce
better results” is more applicable today
than ever before. The long and short of
it is that In order for businesses to thrive
they have to change the way they think
as well as the way in which their staff
thinks. Companies that are currently
successful have a company culture that
oozes enthusiasm with a willingness
to do whatever it takes to get more
business. Staff will generally take on the
attitudes of the executives and senior
management of the company. If these
are not continually good and upbeat, the
mediocrity will inevitably infiltrate the
entire organisation.
Fear in an organisation is often
disguised as arrogance and this in itself is

Analyse - Step 1
It is vital that you take a critical look at
your business, especially processes, and try
and establish if these are still relevant or if
they need to be changed or adapted. Look
at other business models being employed
by your competitors and understand how
"best practices" are changing. To truly
innovate, best practices need to be broken
but, understanding them, is vital. Look
for changes in the industry you are in as

well as opportunities in other business
sectors. Take time to see how you and
your sales teams are approaching future
clients. Better results are often achieved
by looking at different approaches. Revisit
all your touch points which include things
like your website, marketing material,
social media portals as well as things like
your showroom and even the way you are
preparing your proposals and quotations.
Brainstorm / Think Tanks - Step 2
With the knowledge, you have obtained
through step 1 you are now ready to get
a team together to start brainstorming
some new ideas and approaches. It is
crucial that this team includes both junior

and senior people from the company
as well as a representation across all
departments. Make it a goal that you will
leave the session with 5 or 6 brand new
ideas that you are going to start trying out.
It is essential that everybody present
gets involved and it needs to be accepted
that there are no "bad" or wrong ideas.
By having this approach, it will allow
everybody to be at ease and really think
out of the box.
Once you have identified these new
initiatives, ensure that deadline dates are
set, and teams are created to ensure that
the execution of these happen timeously.
Also, ensure that there are mechanisms in
place where results can be obtained. It is
no good doing new things without being
able to monitor whether or not they are
actually working.
Plan a calendar of follow up meetings
so that this ritual becomes embedded
into the company’s DNA. There are
obviously more complex steps involved
throughout the process, but these two
steps work exceptionally well as a starting
point. Once these meetings along with
the trials become commonplace in the
company, the culture will immediately
start to change across all levels and all
departments, and you will start being able
to try more complicated and involved
initiatives.
In the words of Dave Kelley FAIL
OFTEN SO YOU CAN SUCCEED
SOONER.
www.trendforward.co.za
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RENDERS

Blacksmith Interiors

B

lacksmith is a dynamic company which has
distinguished itself in the retail, hospitality and
leisure markets since 1993, both locally and
abroad.
The practice is involved in creating dynamic
design solutions from the project inception through
conceptualisation, documentation, implementation &
procurement.
We have offices in both Johannesburg and Cape
Town with a combined team consisting of 13 members,
which includes 2 partners, conceptual designers,
technical wizards, administration personnel and
outsourced procurement. Blacksmith utilises cutting
edge technology combined with hands on service.
We have also formed a Level 2 BBBEE company with
Solebi Interiors called Solebi Blacksmith, which has
dw
successfully completed a number of projects.
www.black-smith.co.za

Listen to the interview with
Dave Nemeth
Data rates may apply
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KOHLER

A shower is not just a shower

I

t may come as a surprise to most
but there’s some real science and
innovations behind the modern
shower. From rinsing sprays and massage
sprays to completely experiential sprays,
Kohler has the whole shower experience
covered.
As the traditional bathroom continues
to morph into luxurious wet rooms, force
and coverage are the two main aspects to
look at when deciding exactly what kind
of shower experience you’re after.
With different drops having different
effects, we break your shower options
down for you…

Rinsing Sprays… expect large
luxurious drops engineered to provide
full coverage and great rinsing, all with
the right amount of force.
We suggest the Katalyst Showerhead
Spray with its air-infused water drops
that deliver a powerful, indulgent, fullcoverage spray

Loure overhead showerhead with Awaken handshower

offer combinations of different shower
experiences from one single showerhead.
Or create an affordable spa-like
experience with Kohler’s HydroRail
column showers… so there’s really no
pressure!
INNOVATION AT EVERY TURN
Considering our country’s limited
water resources, Kohler’s anti-drip
technology, a first in South Africa, reduces
water wastage in showerheads. The selflevelling ball joint reduces water dripping
from the showerhead by up to 80% when
closed. The increased number of nozzles
also means a better showering experience.
Katalyst® is air-induction technology
for showerheads that infuses 2 litres of
air per minute into the water droplets
making them larger and warmer for a
more luxurious experience.
With
RaceTrack
technology
showerheads provide an even and more
consistent spray for optimal coverage,
thereby
reducing
overspray
and
unnecessary wastage.
As showers continue to dominate
our bathrooms, Kohler’s innovative and
design forward options really do offer
dw
something for everyone.

Loure square rainhead with Katalyst® technology

Experience Sprays… warm, gentle
drops envelop the shower space, providing
a relaxing retreat. Here we offer several
options including Silk that creates soft,
silky drops that are gentle on pets, kids
and sensitive skin; Katalyst Rainshower
produces a relaxing deluge of a warm
summer downpour and finally Real Rain
boasting its authentic cloud bursting rain
experience.
HydroRail with Flipside hand shower.
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Massage
Sprays…
concentrated
streams produce intense force, perfect for
massaging muscles. Our recommendation
is the Pulsating Massage that revitalizes
with a concentrated and forcefully
moving spray.
Unsure of what kind of shower
experience you’re after? Well, Kohler
boasts shower components that can

www.africa.kohler.com
Purist shower with Katalyst® technology and the Shift hand shower both in Rose Gold.
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DESIGN
PORTRAITS

D

esigner portraits focuses on designers and architects that continue to produce outstanding work within the industry. We get up
close Nd personal as we pose a series of questions to them, to fully understand what they are about, along with their journey
and the plans they may have for the future. This month we interviewed Jill Munger director and founder of time&space design
consultants. www.time-space.co.za

Jill Munger
How did you get into interior design?
I studied Interior Design at Technicon
Witwatersrand (now UJ) and completed
the, then, National Higher diploma after
4 years. I worked for a few companies,
starting with restaurant planning and
design and then joined a large company
specialising in corporate interiors. I
joined at the very bottom, managing the
sample library, dealing with suppliers,
and making up sample boards for the
more senior designers and consultants. I
really was junior. And I earned peanuts!
I could hardly afford my rent at the time.
My responsibilities at the company grew,
until eventually I was responsible for all
décor schemes for projects as well as all
design presentations and doing the actual
presentation to the clients. I worked really
hard, long hours and weekends - and I
learned so much! After almost four years
I felt burnt out and I resigned. After a 4
year sales stint at a floor tile retailer (due
to a restraint of trade, I was unable to
work in my field for a 12 month period)
and a lot of freelance designing on the
weekends, I joined forces with my current
business partners on a project which
turned out to be a great success and our
business, “time&space” was born. And
that is when I really started to learn about
interior design. When you’re working for
yourself and hold full responsibility for
the outcome of a project, with nowhere to
hide, you learn fast!

What do you specialise in?
Corporate interiors are our speciality.
We have extensive knowledge and
experience in workspace design and space
planning. Occasionally we do retail and
hospitality projects, but the workspace
environment is our passion. Our key
service is completing a full turnkey
project for our clients, from concept to
complete build and installation.
What made you go in this direction?
Office interior design is so dynamic,
and it’s constantly changing due to the
demands of technological advancement
and industry changes. It’s affected by the
economy, by politics, by world trends
and I really enjoy the constant growth
and movement. We never stop learning.
Another great reason to do this work is
that our clients rely on us as the experts
in this space. The client has a project with
a budget and a timeline and is too busy
to get too involved. Therefore, we are left
to our own devices and trusted to make
magic. This gives a great sense of freedom.

Listen to the interview with
Dave Nemeth
Data rates may apply
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How would you describe your style?
I’ve always been quite proud of the fact
that I have a knack for interpreting a brief
accurately and then have the ability to
create a concept that serves the client. In
corporate design we cannot get away with
creating design monuments to ourselves it’s all about what serves the client’s needs.
Because of this, every project we touch is
totally unique and created 100% for the

client. So really, our style is in creating for
the client.
Where do you take your inspiration from?
I used to take my inspiration from
reading every design magazine I could
get my hands on. These days I find I
simply draw inspiration from life. Every
experience, every holiday, every person
I meet and every place I go to has some
influence and brings some inspiration. I
absolutely love to travel and that’s always
a great source of new ideas and new
influences. When I create a concept for a
client, I do extensive research as part of my
conceptual design process. This is where
I bump into amazing inspirational ideas
for that specific project, and sometimes,
something as simple as a beautiful type
face or an exciting colour will be enough
to spark a great concept.
What are some of your great
achievements over the years?
As a team, we’ve worked on some
amazing projects for great companies.
We’ve also had the pleasure of working
with some incredible designers who’ve
been a part of the time & space team.
I would have to say that the greatest
achievement for “time&space” has been
the fact that so much of our work still
comes from long standing relationships
with clients who keep coming back to
us. We’ve built a brand that is known for
finding and creating the right solution…
and completing an excellent project.

Where to next, what are your plans?
We’re very excited about the changes
we’re seeing in the workplace environment
at the moment. The world of work is
changing rapidly, with a big movement
towards more flexible space and more
flexible furniture. One of the biggest
trends currently is the community/
colab workspace. We have some exciting
projects lined up in that space and we’re
very eager to see what we can create.
What would be your ultimate project?
The ultimate project? That would have
to be an office in the Maldives for George
Clooney with unlimited budget. Of
course.!
Which designers inspire you and why?
I love the work of Karim Rashid. His
use of colour, pattern and light is visually
exciting and often quite risky, purely due
to its sheer cheekiness. It works!
Who would you most like to collaborate
or work with on a project?
We see many office developments
being designed form the-outside-in. I’d
really like to collaborate with property
developers from the start to create
workspaces from the inside, based on the
demands of the client as opposed to fitting
an office space into a building designed
for its outward appearance.
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PRODUCT
DESIGN

KYMA & FLORILEGIUM

A

n exclusive new series of Rosenthal for
Sambonet porcelain plates. The Kyma
collection, designed by designer Serena
Confalonieri, is renewed thanks to the distinctive
taste and poetic sign of Vito Nesta, who reinterprets
the most refined and sophisticated trends of fabric
and wallpaper decorations.
In Florilegium an alternation of leaves and flowers
weave four sophisticated patterns, suggesting new
plaque locations inside the home. The beauty of this
botanical anthology takes on the decorative value
of a painting or tapestry, combining modernity and
refinement, typical of an industrial design project
developed by Sambonet and Rosenthal. Made and
decorated in the facilities in Germany, the plaques
are designed to match with Kyma, and they are
available in four shapes with hexagonal, octagonal,
dw
square, and rectangular bases.
www.sambonet.it
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SPECIAL
FEATURE

The winners of the International Design Awards (IDA)
Los Angeles, United States

Above: IDA 17 Emerging Product Design
of the year: BlackHoleHood, Photo credit:
Islamic Art University of Tabriz, Elham
Mirzapour

Above: IDA 17 Architecture Design of the
year: Bunjil Place, Photo Credit: fjmt

T

he winners of the International
Design Awards (IDA) were
announced for the 11th edition
of the prize in architectural, interior,
fashion, product and graphic design
categories.
In its 11th Annual Edition, the
International Design Awards (IDA)
received over 3,100 designs submitted
by companies and designers from 95
countries. Cutting-edge designs and
innovative products from around the
world vied for the top prizes in this
prestigious award, which, in recent years,
has risen to become one of the leading
design awards in America.
Entries were submitted in 5 major
design categories: Architecture, Interior
Design, Graphic Design, Product Design,
and Fashion Design. And after much
anticipation, the jury’s selection for this
year’s prestigious “Design of the Year”
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Below: IDA 17 Emerging Architecture Design
of the year: Hotel Bio, Photo credit: Hossein
Moradi

awards have been announced in both the
professional and student divisions.
The stellar international Jury evaluated
the entries based not only on the highest
of current design standards and trends but
also seeking out truly visionary designers
who would take the creative leap and lead
the way into the future.
Professional Category Winners:
• Architecture Design of the Year: fjmt/
Bunjil Place
• Interior Design of the Year:
• Mesura/Can Llimona
• Product Design of the Year:
• Elica S.p.A./Lullaby
• Graphic Design of the Year:
• Open/ACLU visual identity
• Fashion Design of the Year: Jens_
Laugesen/HYreCON 01 Trilogy/AW18
collection
Student Category Winners:
• Emerging Architecture Designer of the
Year: Hossein Moradi/Hotel Bio
• Emerging Interior Designer of the Year:
Mariia Lipina/Center For Multimedia
Arts "ges-2"
• Emerging Product Designer of the Year:

Elham Mirzapour/BlackHoleHood
• Emerging Graphic Designer of the Year:
Stuart Fano/Nihilism For Beginners
• Emerging Fashion Designer of the Year:
Nasheli Juliana Ortiz González/Suora
The 5 top winners in the Professional
and Student categories will be honoured
at the biannual IDA Awards Winners
event to be held in Los Angeles or New
York in 2019 (details to be announced)
where they will be awarded the coveted
IDA trophy and their winning works will
be shown in a special exhibition.
International Design Awards (IDA)
exists to recognise, celebrate and promote
legendary design visionaries and to
uncover emerging talent in Architecture,
Interior, Product, Graphic, and Fashion
Design. IDA aspires to draw attention to
the iconoclasm of design worldwide that
is conceptualising and producing great
work. Farmani Group assembled IDA
in 2007 which has now become one of
the leading Design Awards in America,
awarding and promoting hundreds of
dw
designers each year.
www.idesignawards.com
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TECHNICALLY
SPEAKING

Portrait Sonore launches its free application
on art, history and architecture
Montréal, Canada

T

he app covers some 150 works
of art and architecture that read
like an open book on the social,
economic and environmental concerns of
the people who built the country and left
their mark on an era; some 100 experts
and creators; 40 original music pieces and
more than 20 hours of information about
7 Canadian cities.
This application tells the story
of a modern country, where the
arts, architecture and design hold a
predominant place.
For the past 10 years, the Montrealbased independent organization Portrait
Sonore has been working on “pocket
documentaries” dealing with architecture
and public art, mainly from the modern
era (1930–1970), and distributing them
for free on its app. The range of works
selected in each of the seven Canadian
cities includes mainly buildings that bear
witness to the architectural effervescence
of the 1950s and 1970s, and that shaped
the development of downtown areas.
These bold and innovative works are
seldom recognized as such, and are
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indeed unappreciated, disliked, or even
threatened with demolition. These works
help us better understand the cities of
today. Although some often view the
architectural past as rife with aesthetic
blunders, they may come to appreciate the
logic behind the creation of a particular
building and the historical reasons for its
existence.
Every day, people pass through
neighbourhoods blind to the built
environment. The Portrait Sonore walks,
rich in sound textures and testimonials,
are an extraordinary way to get to know
and experience the city. They lead us into

the heart of a neighbourhood, guided by
information that connects buildings to
the values and concerns they express and
address. For those who take the time to
walk and explore the city, the Portrait
Sonore strolls offer a lively journey
through history. What’s more, specially
composed music adds new meaning to
the works, demonstrating that they are
not frozen in time.
So far, Portrait Sonore has recorded a
dozen walks in 7 cities across Canada,
all found on the Portrait Sonore app.
Together, they are the fruit of much labour
and of multiple collaborations throughout

the country, with the participation of
over 100 experts and creators. They’ve
also created an exceptional catalogue of
recorded testimonials including those
of the late Luc Durand, Melvin Charney,
Bing Thom and others, who remain alive
in our ears...What an honour it is to still
be able to listen to them talk! They allow
us to see the modernity of the urban
landscape, and convey their capacity to
dw
dream and to think the future.
www.portraitsonore.org
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INDUSTRIAL
ARCHITECTURE

Where the beach is kissed by the sea...

The Dock Building
Vancouver, Canada
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T

he Royal Vancouver Yacht Club’s
new Dock Building is an example
of industrial architectural elegance
crafted from a modest budget.
The design team at MGA aimed
to demonstrate that all projects,
from working industrial buildings to
boutique museums, can and should be
realised with grace and architectural
dignity. “Delivering thoughtful, elegant
architectural design is always possible
regardless of budget,” said Michael Green,
CEO and President of MGA. “This is what
we set out to do when designing the Dock
Building for the Royal Vancouver Yacht
Club.”
The Dock Building, located on Jericho
Beach in Vancouver, BC, serves a large
marina of sailboats. The facility provides

washrooms and showers, offices for the
Harbour Master, instruction space for
children, and a variety of workshops
to maintain boats, sails, and gear. The
project’s practical working needs, very
modest budget, and prominent siting
required a simple solution that honoured
the cannery and industrial heritage of
waterfront buildings that were once found
on the site a half-century before.
The massing is simple. Two intersecting
wedge volumes mirror each other to
create a lantern to the sea and a lantern
to the land. Facing land is a glulam and
translucent polycarbonate wall that brings
light into the workshop spaces and glows
along the beach at night. Facing the sea
and the marina itself are a series of garage
doors opening to the shop bays as well as
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INDUSTRIAL
ARCHITECTURE

glazed offices for the management of the
docks. A wood screen above the offices
hides the mechanical systems in the high
volume of the wedge that faces the water.
A knife-edge gutter provides an overhang
for the shop doors mimicking the razor
edge forms of the racing sailboats that line
the dock.
The building resides on the waters’ edge
just where high tide meets the beach.
Almost half of the project budget went
to the foundation and piles, leaving the
design team with the challenge of meeting
the project’s functional needs while
delivering something more meaningful to
the community.
White standing seam panels are used
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for the exterior in the spirit of the forms
and colour of the sails and boats. The
structure is a mix of glulam posts and
beams with light timber infill decking
and walls. The interior is predominantly
construction-grade plywood, providing
a tough, easily replaceable interior finish.
Throughout, the details are modest and
practical to work with the limited project
budget.
The Dock Building exemplifies what a
creative team, an ambitious client, and a
big vision can produce.
About MGA | MICHAEL GREEN
ARCHITECTURE
MGA is an award-winning, mid-sized

architecture firm known worldwide
for creating engaging, sustainable and
innovative projects. Based in Vancouver,
Canada, MGA was founded by Michael
Green, a leading expert in tall wood
building innovation and carbon-neutral
urban building approaches. He has
produced ground-breaking publications
and delivered the 2013 TED talk, Why We
Should Build Wooden Skyscrapers. MGA
has received numerous honours including
three Governor General’s Medals in
Architecture, the highest distinction
given to architectural projects in Canada.
dw

www.mg-architecture.ca
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FLOORS
refurbish its surface periodically, just as
you can with hardwood, to give it a fresh
new look. This involves sanding the cork
down past the point of any imperfections,
and then staining and or re-applying a
finish sealer to the surface. This can be
done several times, depending on the
thickness of the material
With so many options available, and
the porcelain tile market continually
trying to gain market share, we are seeing
great innovation in tiles especially when it
comes to them mimicking other materials.
With floor tiles that look just like natural
timber, slate or stone, areas that are
prone to moisture such as bathrooms
and kitchens can now be transformed
and given a really natural look which was
not previously attainable. The future of

The future of
hard flooring

A

nyone designing an interior
space will be spoilt for choice
when it comes to choosing a hard
flooring option. For many years the choice
was limited to tiles, wood and laminates
being the obvious options. Vinyl flooring
was only used for industrial applications
such as retail stores, offices and hospitals.
Vinyl is now being used across a broad
spectrum of areas and has even become
desirable enough to be used in the
domestic market.
Through advanced technology, vinyl
is being manufactured to look like stone,
wood and even industrial concrete.
Although LVTs (luxury vinyl tiles) have
gained in popularity over recent years,
vinyl flooring is also available in rolls
making the installation not only easier
but also quicker. The future of this
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product, however, lies in customisation,
which is already being offered by some
manufacturers. This means that textures
and images can be printed from artwork
supplied by the client. This medium is also
available in metallic finishes, allowing for
endless creativity within an interior.
Cork flooring is another option which
is once again in vogue and gaining
traction as an alternative flooring option.
Apart from the great aesthetics this
solution offers, it is also a great insulator.
The inside of a piece of cork is made up of
millions of tiny air-filled chambers. These
act as barriers against the transmission
of noise, effectively insulating any room.
Any room floored with cork will reduce
noise from being transmitted through the
floor to the ceiling below. One of the best
things about a cork floor is that you can
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FLOORS

Mozart Collection

V

an Dyck Floors is proud to introduce the Mozart
Collection, a new 100% PFX Stainshield BCF
Polypropylene tufted loop pile tile range with
Enduroback KR4 (modified recycled bitumen) backing. This
collection is available in six exciting designs – each with a
choice of three colours in various shades. These new carpet
tiles provide an upmarket, trendy look and feel, which will
remain classy and contemporary for many years to come.
Van Dyck Floors pays a great deal of attention to the
impact its processes and products have on the environment.
For this reason, the Mozart Collection is manufactured at our
ISO 9001 and 14001 accredited factory in Durban. In terms
of technical specifications, all six design ranges are most
suitable for various medium commercial environments. The
bitumen used in these carpet tile ranges consists of over 40%
recycled material and as a result of their lasting durability,
can be re-used for the secondary market at the end of
their eventual lifespan. Furthermore, the bitumen backing
contains no PVC’s, and is very low on VOC. As a member
of the Green Building Council SA, we always ensure that we
provide products that meet the requirements for Green Star
Rating.

Mandolin Lead

tiles will lie in their ability to be “smart”,
meaning they will contain sensors which
will be able to control things such as
temperature. These sensors will also
be able to continually feed valuable
information back to a user regarding the
volume of people moving around a space
or the amount of time people are spending
in a specific area. This is great information
for retailers. This kind of technology will
also be of benefit in hospitals and old age
homes where personnel can immediately
be notified if someone collapses or falls.
It is not just in the tile market where
smart technology is being tested but in
most flooring solutions. In a few years
time, the technology of a flooring product
will be just as important as its aesthetic
qualities.
Concrete surfaces continue to evolve
at a rate of knots with a huge focus on
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the various types of finishes that can be
applied. There are already huge advances
in things like lightweight concrete as well
as self-healing concrete. This means that
if a floor cracks it will automatically be
able to re-bond itself without the need for
human intervention. The first self-healing
concrete products are expected to start
hitting the market in as little as two years
time.
There are also many developments in
interactive flooring which can be used in
experiential spaces. This flooring reacts
to the person walking on it and changes
colour or lighting and room ambiance.
The only certainty is that flooring
solutions as we know them will continue
to get “smarter” and the options will
dw
continue to grow.

Carpet tiles are enjoying increasing market share because they offer great
versatility and practicality in almost any contract application. They are also
very easy to install as they are compact and manageable, and prevent the
hassle of having to remove an entire floor when only a small section of
a carpet has worn out or soiled, making them easy and inexpensive to
replace. There is also a vast range of colours and varieties available that
make it possible to play around with more than just one colour and design
on the floor. The Mozart Collection can be laid in various directions
(monolithic, tessellated, ashlar or brick-bond), which can create different
patterned effects.
In addition, these six new design ranges, compliments other Van Dyck
Floors carpet tile ranges already on offer, and no doubt there is something
available for any customised style or taste. The Mozart Collection come
standard in 50 X 50cm size, but 60 X 60cm, 100 X 100cm, 25 x 100cm tiles,
and other shapes and sizes can be manufactured on request. As a quality
brand that has been tried, tested and trusted since 1948, we are certain
that the Mozart Collection is the ideal choice for anyone looking for an
dw
innovative, practical and durable designer’s floors.
www.vandyckfloors.co.za

Tuba Shadow
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WALLCOVERING

Wall tiles get creative

O

ne of the most notable trends
in wall tiles recently is the vast
array of shapes which are now
available. Hexagons, polygons and even
star shapes and circles. Shape has become
as much a focus as colour or texture. The
concern is that the more decorative the
shape of a tile, the more chance there is
that it will be prone to becoming outdated
far sooner than something simpler. This
flexibility does, however, lend itself to
some very interesting design, especially in
the retail and hospitality space.
Another interesting design direction is
for coloured grouting to be used between
tiles. This may not sound very aesthetically
pleasing, but seeing black tiles with
black grouting is just visually stunning.
This creates something so dramatic that
very few other finishes would be able to
achieve anything as eye catching.
There is also a lot of experimentation
happening with three dimensional
ceramic tiles which protrude from the
wall, giving a completely new dimension
to the overall surface. The beauty about
a sculptured wall tile is the way in which
the surface interacts with the light of the
room. This creates unusual shadows as
the light falls on the irregular surfaces.
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Recent years have also seen an
abundance of brighter, glazed tiles
available as designers search for other
exciting alternatives to paint. The benefit
of glazed tiles is that they can be used
in areas which are susceptible to huge
amounts of moisture and hence great are
extremely suitable for both bathrooms
and kitchens. These applications are also
being utilised for patios and are great for
creating a bold and sometimes outrageous
statement.
Patterned and graphic tiles continue
to remain popular, especially when it
comes to mixing up a variety of different
patterns across one feature area. This
remains popular in kitchens and is often
used as an alternative to splash backs.
There has also been a surge in producing
tiles that look hand painted or resemble
old Moroccan patterns and designs.
Custom printed tiles will, without a
doubt, continue to gain popularity as
more designers start to explore this
option. It offers the most flexibility when
it comes to wanting to create something
totally unique but being limited to having
to use a porcelain tile. With such a strong
focus on customisation, it is obvious that
in the not too distant future you will not

only be able to custom print tiles but also
have them cut in whichever shape or size
is required.
Mosaic tiles seem to stand the test
of time and whilst they are still used
extensively in bathrooms and kitchens we
are starting to see a new phenomenon of
very small ceramic tiles being individually
placed on a wall just like their larger
counterparts. This creates a far more
intricate design aesthetic, and unlike
mosaic tiles, these are plainer and simpler
and seem to be a clear move away from
the subway-styled tiles that literally hit the
design world by storm.
dw
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WALLCOVERING

FEATHR Launches new wallpaper collection featuring the
remarkable landscape paintings of Tamara Piilola

N

Sitting

Comfortably

ew collection marks the first
time renowned Finnish painter
has collaborated with an
interiors brand.
Design collective FEATHR is on a
mission to fill the world with more art and
less decoration. FEATHR roam the world
collaborating with contemporary artists
to create original wallpaper and fabrics.
Their latest collaboration is with the
renowned Finnish painter Tamara Piilola.
Her striking narrative landscapes are
created using layers of paint and pure
pigment, taking viewers on a journey into
mysterious natural environments. Piilola’s

works are included in collections such as
the HAM Helsinki Art Museum, the Sara
Hildén Art Museum and Didrichsen Art
Museum.
FEATHR will be launching four
wall murals and wallpapers based on
original artworks by Piilola. They include
Raindrops, Ornament, Delta (The Great
Reflection) and The Most Beautiful
Things Hide.
The Raindrops wallpaper and wall
mural features a lush forest scene, dashed

through by raindrops catching the light.
The original artwork is a diptych of large
canvases, painted with oil on canvas. It’s
available as a dramatic bespoke-sized
wallpaper mural, sized up to 720 cm wide
by 300 cm high, or repeatable panels
of 150 cm wide by 300 cm high. Colour
variants include Vintage Green, Dusk,
dw
Blue and Spring.
www.feathr.com

www.sevens.co.za
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Sevens turns forty

Y

es, you heard correctly Sevens
is turning forty!! Forty years
of quality and service, we are
proud to have achieved this milestone.
John Cunningham owner of Sevens
continues the Cunningham family legacy
setting the trends in home décor.
Sevens now has three flagship stores
Fourways, Silverlakes and Umhlanga and
looking forward to opening new stores in
the future.
Sevens' buyers scour the world for
the best in design, flair and quality in
contemporary, classic furniture and
accessories. Today Sevens imports
sofas, leather lounge suites, reclaimed
teak dining suites and beautiful chrome
products from several Eastern countries
as well as bedroom, and dining furniture
from Europe, as well as producing
quality products in South Africa, thereby
continually setting the trends in home
décor.

Sevens have decided to thank their
customers by holding an in-store
competition for those who purchase in
July through to January 2019. The winner
of this competition will win a voucher
to the value of R 177 777.77 towards
the purchase of any Sevens beautiful
furniture. The draw will take place on the
31 January 2019.
They are Looking forward to the big
dw
draw and meeting the winner.
www.sevens.co.za

www.sevens.co.za
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Fourways
011-691 7700

Umhlanga
031-566 6777

Silver Lakes
012-809 3519
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Going back to the classics

L

ike most design trends which
seem to have cycles of popularity,
so too does the sofa. Just a few
years ago, one of the biggest consumer
trends was to have a slip cover couch. This
option was supposed to offer flexibility
along with the practical aspect of being
able to easily clean the slip covers. In
theory, this was a great solution, especially
for young couples and small places. In
reality, however, it never quite worked
as intended. Following the first wash the
slip covers never fitted as snugly as they
were supposed to. Being manufactured to
maintain an entry level price point, the
inners soon collapsed as did many of the
frames.
Today we are seeing a return to the
classic forms with consumers wanting
choice of size and fabrics. Construction
has become a key selling point with
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many furniture manufacturers offering
up to a lifetime guarantee on their sofa
frames. One of the most popular sofas
over the past few years has been the
classic Chesterfield sofa, which is rich in
tradition and history:
Chester Sofas and the 4th Earl of
Chesterfield
According to recent research, it is
believed that the term Chesterfield was
named after the 4th Earl of Chesterfield,
Lord Philip Stanhope, who ordered a
piece of elegant but comfortable furniture
in the 18th century. Apparently, Philip
Stanhope ordered a leather Chesterfield
Sofa known for its distinguishing deep
buttoned and quilted upholstery.
Lord Philip was known throughout the
century as a much-admired politician

as well as a well-known author, and as a
result he became a trendsetter.
Lord Phillip Stanhope wished for a
piece of furniture to be built that would
offer a gentleman luxury and utmost
comfort. His requests demanded a sofa
that would allow him to sit upright
without wrinkling his garments whilst
providing such comfort. Therefore, the
British Chesterfield sofas were designed
with this original purpose in mind and
have deep buttoned upholstery, equal
heights for the arm and back as well as the
nail head trim.
Over the last 200 years Chesterfield
has become one of the most popular and
iconic pieces of furniture in the world.
Chesterfield sofas are well known for
providing high-end interior elegance
to homes. Throughout recent years

Chesterfield sofas have made significant
changes to meet consumer needs. There
have been a variety of styles and designs
introduced from sizes to covers. However,
the main characteristics of the sofa still
remain to this day.
The Modern-Day Chesterfield Design
Originally, the chesterfield design was
upholstered in leather, but this was not a
necessity as softer fabric was also available.
In the early part of the 20th century,
genuine leather for the Chesterfield
sofas became a distinctive mark of status
and quality. Manufacturers of luxury
seating realized that most popular and
expensive pieces of furniture have to be
constructed in genuine leather. This trend
has continued throughout the years to the
modern-day Chesterfield sofa designs.
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All the models and colour schemes
that have followed since the Chesterfield
sofa was created 200 years ago have
been directly influenced by the original
design. This sofa has graced royal palaces,
hotels, restaurants, prominent offices and
luxurious homes. It became synonymous
with style and elegance throughout the
world, - a status symbol of the elite and
most definitely one of the most soughtafter addition in modern day homes and
business offices.
It is without a doubt that the Chesterfield
will remain timeless and we will continue
to see a host of interpretations and
variations.

Other popular choices in sofas
currently are those which are simplistic
and are influenced by Scandinavian
design. Scandinavian design is a design
movement characterized by simplicity,
minimalism and functionality that
emerged in the early 20th century, and
which flourished in the 1950s, in the five
Nordic countries of Denmark, Finland,
Iceland, Norway, and Sweden.
Some key characteristics of these
sofas include simplicity in design, where
the term “less is more” is immediately
identifiable. It is this simplicity that
allows for the design to fit in seamlessly
with most design directions. A huge

amount of consideration is always given
to the dimensions, ensuring they are well
balanced and never overpowering, which
can be the downside to the Chesterfield.
Original Scandinavian furniture aimed
at being functional, whilst using natural
materials that were readily available,
thus taking the environment into
consideration. Unfortunately, due to the
popularity of these forms, many retailers
are selling cheap replica styles that are
made in China and not at all true to the
ethos of the Scandinavian style.
As much as trends evolve and adapt,
when it comes to sofas it is clear to see
that the classics once again reign supreme.
dw

Right - The Mill Fabrics
Featuring their collaboration with David
Krynauw Ontwerp and Kleine Rijke, showing
off their latest range, Linton Tweed!
Linton Tweed is an incredible 42 “cross colourways” collection. You’ll be drawn and attracted
to its endless possibilities of tonal and clashing
cross weaves.
Upholstery: Linton Tweed, Blue Moss by The
Mill Fabrics
Furniture: Brandberg Occasional Chair made
of Oiled Walnut Timber and the Standing Lure
Lamp made of Oak with a Rose Gold Coated
Lamp Shade.
Wallpaper: Citrus by Kleine Rijke
+27 11 704 1577
www.themillfabrics.co.za
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Volt and Volta, the imperfect architecture of the human chair

Volt &
Volta
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W

hile you could say the
distinguishing characteristic
of being human is standing
on two feet, what we really love to do is sit.
Perhaps because of this, there is the widely
held notion that the chair presents the
greatest intellectual and creative design
challenge; a wrestling match of emotive
intuition, expression and engineering.
Volt and Volta encapsulate everything
it means to be a human today: velocity,
agility, fluidity and self-reflection and are
invariably multifariously characterful and
beautifully imperfect.

In Volt and Volta, OKHA has
designed a paradox of balance and
imbalance, presenting discord and the
imperfect as something beautiful and
visually beguiling; an analogy for the
contradictions and nuances of human
traits.
The angles of the solid oak frame are a
surprise in form, the angles and eyelets
are at once impressionistic limbs and pure
geometric structure. Volta’s triangular
leg extends past the seat, seeming not to
hold it at all, continuing into a sleek and
cannily brief armrest, and yet what you

feel most of all is a presence, a surety when
you meet these chairs in a room similar to
passing significant strangers on the street.
Or perhaps what is felt most upon
encountering Volt and Volta is the
urge to welcome a new friend to dine
while contemplating life’s beautiful
imperfections and idiosyncrasies.
Copy: Tara Meeran
Location Photography: Lindsey Appolis
Studio Photography: Pete Maltbie
www.okha.com
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Events
8 – 10 August 2018
International Sourcing Fair
Gallagher Convention Centre
Exhibition for sourcing and purchasing retail
and commercial products exclusively focusing
on the Home, Office, Gift and Hospitality
sectors.
www.internationalsourcingfair.co.za

Design Joburg, featuring Rooms on View
2018 leaves inspired visitors overawed
by the record standard set in the local
décor and design exhibition space.

8 – 12 August 2018
100% Design SA
Gallagher Convention Centre
SA’s leading high-end curated showcase of
contemporary design
www.100percentdesign.co.za
8 – 12 August 2018
Decorex Joburg
Gallagher Convention Centre
Africa’s Premier Décor, Design & Lifestyle
Exhibition
www.decorex.co.za
4 – 23 September 2018
London Design Biennale
Somerset House, London, United Kingdom.
www.londondesignfestival.com
3 – 4 October 2018
Design Chicago
theMART Chicago, United States
www.designchicagoevent.com
23 – 27 October 2018
Orgatec
Cologne, Germany
www.orgatec.com
9 – 12 November 201
Chengdu Creativity & design week
Chengdu Century City International Exhibition
Centre, China
www.gochendu.cn
22-25 December 2018
Hong Kong Interior design & Decoration Fair
Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition Centre
www.10times.com/interiordesigndecorationfair
12 Jan - 18 Jan 2019
LivingKitchen | The international kitchen
show
Koelnmesse, Cologne, Germany
http://www.livingkitchen-cologne.com/
LivingKitchen

F

or its second year running, Media
10’s Design Joburg, featuring
Rooms on View was an all-round
success. Held in the city’s centrally located
Sandton Convention Centre, the show
saw 10 000 visitors through its doors over
the three day period.
“Only 2 years in and Media 10 is
thrilled with what has once again been
hailed as Africa's leading décor and
design show. Visitors and exhibitors

alike were wowed by calibre of brands as
well as leading designers and architects
showcasing the latest trends at the show.
With the standard of exhibits topping last
year’s show, this exhibition has proven to
be of international quality and we couldn’t
be prouder,“ says Sandra Barrow, Show
Director.
One of the biggest developments this
year was the news that Andrea Kleinloog
and Megan Hesse, second time curators

of the show, are handing the baton to Greg Gamble and Philippe
van der Merwe of Tonic Design. Aware of Tonic’s contribution to
design in SA, Andrea and Megan look forward to the direction
Tonic will take with Design Joburg.
As a signature initiative of Design Joburg, our CoLabs were once
again the draw card that brought the masses to the show, resulting
in much social media hype. Teaming up with a number of the
country’s leading brand names, this year’s headline acts included
Form Interior’s Erica Schalkwyk, Tristan du Plessis, Donald
Nxumalo, Heather Boting, JVR’s Joe van Rooyen with Mavromac
& Gatehouse, Liam Mooney, Design Dreams International’s Buzwe
Mabuza, Blacksmith Interior Inspiration and Design Partnership.
Fired Earth’s partnership with the show’s CoLab features saw
the creation of about a dozen new paint colours in collaboration
with the participating designers that impressed visitors with its
spectrum of usable colours.
Some of the show’s highlights this year included the new Retail
Corridor, a bonus for those who wanted to purchase some of the
fantastic design items at the show and Front Row, an exhibition
that threw light onto some of the top new local and international
designs in seating and side tables. Whilst Heather Boting’s table
displays, appropriately entitled Banquet, gave visitors some serious
table setting aspirations.
Curated by Shaun Gaylard, Architect’s Gallery was another
successful new feature, highlighting a selection of impressive
completed works by the country’s leading architects including

Information correct at time of going to press.
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REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION
NOW OPEN

NOW
NOWOPEN
OPEN

SAOTO and Boogertman & Partners. The
show’s novel architectural element proved
to be popular with industry leaders
and visitors who lingered to admire the
various projects which featured both in
print and in spectacular model form.
This year’s food and beverage scene
was a hive of activity. CoLab, Marble
Restaurant’s pop-up, was abuzz with
visitors who had a selection of fresh
and inspired salad pots, filled baguettes
and on trend cocktails to choose from.
Thoughtfully designed at the hands of
Oniroco’s Irene Kyriacou, the swish bar
and café was welcomed as a comfortable
spot to refuel and recharge in high style.
Thanks to the HK Studio team, the
Hendricks Gin Bar presented yet another
bar option for discerning visitors,
fusing Ardmore’s wild, animal-centric
designs with the herbal infused notes of
Hendrick’s Gin.
So impressive were some of the Rooms
on View stands at the show that they too
pulled droves of cell phone snapping
visitors. Who can forget Porcelanosa’s
remarkably deceptive wood-look wall
tiles or Belgotex’ architecturally strong
stand with their plush candy pink
carpeting lining floors and walls? Kohler’s
ambitious partnership with three of SA’s
leading young design luminaries was
genius, with each of them designing their
own bathroom.
Mavromac & Gatehouse’s presentation
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Extensive trade networking
Extensive
Extensivetrade
tradenetworking
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opportunities to expand your
opportunities
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business network and maximise your
business
businessnetwork
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TO
REGISTER
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VISIT
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OUR
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TO
TO
REGISTER
REGISTER
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MEMBER OF TRADE & RECEIVE COMPLIMENTARY
with architect Joe van Rooyen took
visitors on a style journey, making them
forget they were in a convention centre,
whilst Black Fabrics’ alluring stand wowed
with swathes of fabric in bursts of colour.
Lastly, Tonic’s colour rich, generously
decorated room set proved that they’re
worthy recipients of the Design Joburg
directorship role.

With the standard of design increasing
and the pull to Design Joburg becoming
an unstoppable force visitors and
potential exhibitors are keenly awaiting
dw
2019’s offering.
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www.designjoburg.com
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“Hidden Garden”

A

n enchanted

garden, populated by
tall trees, hundreds of plants and
blooming flowers was located
in the heart of high-rise Milan during
the Salone del Mobile 2018. Hidden
Garden, the intriguing project designed
by Pierattelli Architetture, offered 10,000
visitors a precious place to re-discover the
relationship between man and nature.
For the Milan Design Week, the
Italian architecture practice, created a
site-specific installation, to reflect on
the relationship between the vertical
city and the importance of green spaces
in order to experience a more intimate
dimension of time. The project explored
the possible fusion of these two levels of
architecture, whereby the “urban scale”
and the "human scale" appear to become
increasingly linked in the future.
Located in the heart of the new
"Innovation Design District", Hidden
Garden was conceived as a secret but at
the same time infinite garden. A space of
100 sqm was protected by a ring of panels
that concealed it from the chaotic square
outside, from which only glimpses and
perspectives were allowed. Inside, the
panels were lined with mirrors, creating a
fascinating interplay of reflections, and a
contrast between abstraction and reality.
The outside panels - made of Krion,
an innovative material with antibacterial
and photocatalytic properties that help to
purify the air - were designed as "empty
canvases", to be decorated by anyone
wanting to express their creativity.
Drawings, murals and thoughts found
expression for 24 hours, before being
easily erased to leave room for new
creations the next day.

Milan

“Hidden Garden” explored the relationship
between green areas and built-up space as part of
the Milan Design Week

Thousands of people from all over the world have visited the installation designed
by Pierattelli Architetture - with Flos, Vitra and Porcelanosa - to highlight the
relationships between green and urban space.
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The interior of the garden featured
outdoor lamps designed ad hoc by Flos,
which allowed visitors to enjoy the
space after sunset. Exclusive furnishing
accessories signed by Vitra, with an area
dedicated to families, was particularly
appreciated by the numerous “younger”
visitors.
This lively and vibrant space, was also
the scene of many events which attracted a
large public participation. These included
the live performance of the street artist
Ascanio, who created a large mural,
inspired by the verticality of the city, on
the external panels of the installation
as well as the performance of the singer
Margherita Zanin, who touched the
audience with the charm of her voice.

K-Life (a material with antibacterial and
photocatalytic properties that help to
purify the air), while the internal panels
consisted of mirrors that reflected the
surrounding space. The structure was
set up by the Italian company Bruni
Costruttori, who have been active for over
50 years in the building sector.
The garden, created by Gruppo
Giardini, featured a thick grassy mantle,
from which emerged 200 aromatic plants
and 4 large trees, creating a winding path
that allowed one the freedom to enjoy the
entire area.
The space could also be visited after
sunset thanks to the lighting provided
by the new Landlord outdoor product,
and 2 Super Archimoons FLOS. The
outside lamps, specially designed for this
installation, enhanced the charm of the
place with their play on light and shade.
The garden was enriched with Vitra
Home Collection furnishing accessories.
The area dedicated to children featured
a selection of icons of classic and
contemporary design such as Eames
Elephant (Charles & Ray Eames, 1945)
and Panton Junior (Verner Panton,
1959/1960); flanked by Vegetal Chair
(Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec, 2008),
Panton Chair (Verner Panton, 1999),
MVS Chaise (Maarten Van Severen,
2000), and Metal Side Tables (Ronan &
Erwan Bouroullec, 2004).
Pierattelli Architetture
Eclecticism, research and mutation
are the cornerstones of Pierattelli

Architetture's work - a studio founded in
Florence in the ‘80s by Massimo Pierattelli.
Each piece of architecture is conceived as
a taylor-made creation, shaped not only
around the client, but also around the
context in which it is placed.
Reinterpreting the past and imagining
the future become, therefore, the main
foundation of Pierattelli Architetture's
works and realizations.
The projects of the studio, with
almost 40 years of experience behind
it, range from directional centres to
large infrastructures, from hotels

to houses, from industrial spaces to
design. Among the most famous are:
the Arval offices at Scandicci (Florence),
the Learning Center, Auditorium and
Turbine Building for GE Oil & Gas in
Florence, the Kortimed business centre
in Valencia, UnipolSai Villa Cicogna and
Learning Center in Bologna, the luxury
apartment hotels Domux Home, Number
9 and M7Contemporary Apartments in
Florence, qnd the Villa Solaia residence
dw
in Siena.
www.pierattelliarchitetture.it

Technical description
The installation consisted of a 100
sqm rectangular garden, enclosed by 45
panels, 3.30 meters high and 10 cm apart,
supplied by PORCELANOSA Grupo.
The outside panels were made of Krion®
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Lionel standing in his show Obscura 2018 at
The Museum of Contemporary Art, North
Miami.

Lionel Smit

L

ionel Smit was born in Pretoria,
South Africa in 1982. He creates
monumental portraiture works on
canvas, sculpture, silkscreen, video and
public installations. Smit’s work has been
exhibited locally and internationally in
prestigious galleries, art fairs and public
spaces. These include a solo exhibition
at the Didrichsen Art Museum, Helsinki
and various public sculptures of his being
featured in the USA including Union
Square, New York City.
Smit’s painting, Kholiswa, received
the Viewer’s Choice Award as part of the
BP Portrait Award 2013 at the National
Portrait Gallery in London. He has been a
featured artist at the Miami Art Fair 2014
and on the cover of Christie’s catalogue in
London 2009.
Recent exhibitions include Faces of
Identity, a solo exhibition with Everard
Read in London and Premise, a solo
exhibition with Everard Read in Cape
Town.
Accumulation Of Disorder, 2012, Resin & Fibreglass Hand Finished with Automotive Paint,
Variable Dimensions, Edition 1 of 1
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Slave, 2017 Oil & Mixed Media on Linen, 170 x 230cm
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Position, 2017, Oil on Linen, 170 x 230cm

Relocate #2, 2017, Oil on Linen, 150 x 120cm
Amass, 2015, Resin & Fibreglass Hand Finished with Automotive Paint Edition 1 of 1,
Dimensions Variable

In recent years, he has been honoured
with a Ministerial Award from the South
African Department of Culture for
Visual Art. Over the past 10 years he has
established a substantial international
following with collectors ranging from
the Standard Chartered Bank to Laurence
Graff Art Collection at Delaire Graff Wine
Estate.
Today Smit is based in Strand, Cape
Town. His process as an artist today
remains adaptive, inventive, and physically
engaging. He supports several charities on
a regular basis with donations of artworks
for auction, including ArtAngels, Wild
dw
Aid and the MAD Charity.
www.lionelsmit.co.za
Morphous, 2014, Bronze, 200 x 376 x 135cm, Edition 3 of 4
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Transition, 2017, Oil on Linen, 170 x 230cm
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Boardroom table coated with RMC Oil Plus 2C - Black

140 West Exterior

Wall cladding coated with RMC Oil Plus 2C - Charcoal

Auditorium waiting area. Cladding coated with RMC Oil Plus 2C Black & Smoke

Wall cladding coated with RMC Oil Plus 2C - Charcoal

140 West - Sandton
Sealed with Rubio Monocoat

R

ubio Monocoat was applied on the interior wooden
surfaces of 140 West Street in central Sandton, which
consists of a 10- storey North Tower and 14-storey South
Tower. The wooden surfaces included: Wall cladding, ceiling
panelling, interior and exterior wooden furniture and built
in cupboards. The building, which received a 4-Star Green
Star SA Office V1 Design certification, offers exclusive
landscaped roof terraces on the 8th, 9th and 12th floors,
from which to take in the remarkable, panoramic views
across Johannesburg.
The project offers a gym, state of the art auditorium,
dedicated cyclist and motorcyclist bays, shower and
changing room facilities to encourage users to commute
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by bicycle. The parking bays closest to the cores are
dedicated to those who drive energy efficient cars. The
use of tactile materials and the integration of planting and
natural light throughout the building aim to give users the
feeling of being close to nature.
“We recommend that Rubio Monocoat be
speciﬁed on all our projects with 140 West
being yet another success. Due to Rubio
Monocoat’s 0% VOC rating and Euroﬁn
Certiﬁcation we are conﬁdent that the brand
ﬁts in with our Green Building philosophy.”
- Damien Spagnuolo (Zenprop)

Client Overview:
Zenprop is one of the largest property investment and
development companies in South Africa. Founded in 1998,
Zenprop has a track record for excellence, and has earned
the reputation of 'best-of-breed' developer from its industry
peers. Their property portfolio comprises a formidable mix of
prime core investments - retail, offices, industrial and
warehousing, and hospitality.
The principals and executive team in Zenprop have over a
century of combined successful experience in developing
and investing in property in South Africa, the Netherlands,
the USA, the UK, Germany and Portugal.

Boardroom table coated with RMC Oil Plus 2C - Black. Door and
ceiling panelling coated with RMC Oil Plus 2C - Smoke

The highly skilled and experienced team at Zenprop is
renowned for being at the cutting edge of all aspects of
property investment and development. They have long been
involved in green-field new developments and brown-field
redevelopments, as well as the creation of energy efficient
and environmentally sustainable 'green' buildings.
Zenprop's extensive projects include benchmark setting and
award winning retail centres, iconic office developments,
large scale industrial and warehousing complexes, hotels
and township infrastructure development.

+27 11 466 0273 (Jhb)
+27 21 534 1107 (Cpt)
www.rubiomonocoat.co.za
RubioMonocoatSA

King of Colours
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Basix HQ
Tel Aviv

A

xelrod

Design accepts AIA SF 2018 Merit Award for Interior Architecture for
the Basix HQ project in Tel Aviv.

Leading architecture and interiors firm Axelrod Design was celebrated at the annual
American Institute of Architects San Francisco 2018 Design Awards with an evening
gala awards ceremony at the Herbst Theatre, San Francisco. The awards announcement
drew hundreds of the region’s leading architects, designers and building professionals,
to an elegant reception led by master of ceremonies, San Francisco city architect
Edgar Lopez, AIA, and music by the San Francisco Conservatory of Music. More
than 19 world-class projects from across the architectural spectrum were recognised
for Architecture, Interior Architecture, Unbuilt Design and Social Responsibility.
Designer Irit Axelrod accepted the AIA SF 2018 Merit Award for Interior Architecture
for her Basix HQ project in Tel Aviv.
Irit Axelrod designed the office interiors for the new Basix company headquarters in
Tel Aviv. Axelrod Design/Axelrod Architects is based in San Francisco and Tel Aviv.
She lives and works in both locations, and has completed notable residential projects in
the Bay Area. She often works in both locations on residential, office and commercial
projects travelling with her children in the ultimate global-nomadic lifestyle.
Axelrod Design/Axelrod Architects designed the interiors for the Basix office
headquarters, a company that imports and distributes quality raw materials for the
food industry in Israel and abroad. Based in Tel Aviv, the company prides itself on
being a client-oriented organisation with flexible, dynamic personal service and a
core of solid professionals. The Axelrod team translated these company values into a
flexible, dynamic office design.
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The new interior design incorporates a major element—three-dimensional striped
glass—in order to transform a narrow, medium-sized office space into an open, subtle
and expansive one. The office has been divided by fixed and moving glass partitions
to provide for the perpetual movement and changing combinations of today’s flexible
office spaces.
There is no definition of doors separate from glass partitions, and there is no
unambiguous definition of openings. The partitioning elements slide across the
polished concrete floor, exposing and concealing workspaces as needed and providing
a changing outlook onto the skyline view outside, blurring the lines between public
space, offices and balcony.
The narrowly shaped floorplate is configured to provide a main public space that
serves as the spine of the office. This public spine floats in the middle of the office
space, including a seating area, kitchenette and a central meeting desk. The sliding
glass panels enable a dynamic transparency and intensify the experience of motion
and light. Extending the space by addressing views of the skyline beyond, the design
also connects within, hinting at internal spaces seen through translucent glass panels.
Like the changing light for a photographic exposure, the motion of the translucent
striped glass casts shadow and light against furniture placed in the space, and raw
lighting fixtures correlate to the partitioning geometry.
The interior design is redefined throughout the day by natural light and the movement
of people across their workspace.
About Designer Irit Axelrod
Shortly after Tel Aviv-born Irit Axelrod graduated from the Faculty of Architecture
in the Technion/Israeli Institute of Technology, she landed her first architectural
commission, the Ben Gurion Heritage Institute building in southern Israel. Twenty
years later, Axelrod continues to bring her sense of “quiet power” to all her projects,
now splitting her time between Tel-Aviv and San Francisco, where she set up her
stateside office (Axelrod Design) in 2006.
Growing up in Tel Aviv, Axelrod was surrounded by the city’s early 20thcentury,
International Style architecture. The beauty of the buildings’ raw concrete construction,
part of her daily experience, made a marked impression on her young life. The
monolithic forms continue to influence her work today. The buildings, whose origins
are rooted in the Bauhaus tradition, find expression in all her design commissions,
including single-family residential, institutional and commercial. Axelrod Design has
been featured in top international architectural publications, including Wallpaper*,
dw
Dwell and Architectural Record.
Project Description
Basix Headquarters, Tel Aviv
2500 sq. ft., 250 sq. m.
www.axelrodarchitects.com
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ARCHETONIC’s New Offices
Ciudad de México, Mexico

A

s architects,

ARCHETONIC is inspired to make the most of the pre-existing
infrastructure of Mexico city. This led them to design U125, which recycles a
house located in Lomas de Chapultepec and was originally built in the ’50s.

They saw the potential of this building and had the vision to convert it into their
firm’s headquarters. They preserved the house, giving it added value and a cuttingedge look.
The house that originally contained 300 sqm in 3 levels was intervened, transformed
and extended. Today it hosts an office program with 604 sqm in 4 levels plus a terrace.
To consider the heritage value of the house was the guideline for their design process.
They respected the proportions, openings, access and volume preserving its original
essence, achieving harmony between the pre-existing space and their intervention.
Three metal-plate roofs refer to the proportions of the house below, and a metal mesh,
tensioned between these roofs, give the building its discrete, clean and elegant look,
while at night time, the lighting reveals its more complex characteristic—its history.
Inside, at every level, a selection of different pieces of art is concerned with the fact
that ARCHTONIC wanted their workspace to exhibit the talent of several artists,
specifically Mexican.
In the first level and upper levels, they created terraces for the coexistence and
recreation of their team. These areas are used daily to eat, live and work in open spaces
overlooking the city.
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City: Lomas de Chapultepec, CDMX
Country: Mexico.
Client: ARCHETONIC
Completion year: 2016
Architects: Jacobo Micha Mizrahi + Jaime Micha Balas
Design Team: Ernesto Rossell Zanotelli, Jessica Steiner Durán, Désirée Gómez Córdova.
Main Contractor: ARCHETONIC

Credits
•
Consultants: Montes de Oca Ingenieros Consultores
•
Suppliers: Interbrax, Kone, Vitro canceles, Vitra-Ofita.
•
Photo Credits: Rafael Gamo y Yoshihiro Koitani.

ARCHETONIC practice
In their work, they consistently apply the same fundamental, governing principle: to
improve their projects’ surroundings with every single project.
They give utmost importance to everyone who lives in, passes through or observes
their work. Their job is to offer high-quality spaces for everyone and to insert projects
optimally within its respective contexts.
ARCHETONIC´s design work focuses on reality in every sense: seeking to ensure
environmental self-sustainability and offering the best, most profitable and affordable
products. They realize that they must increasingly achieve more with less, while
always maintaining inspired creativity and high-quality spaces.
They develop projects on any scale and types, with a focus on every single part of the
process: from a small piece of furniture to an entire building, from the first line drawn
to the final construction.
ARCHETONIC is a creative architecture practice that is guided by instinct and trusts
in the skills of its entire team, which combines experience with young talent. They
have assembled a portfolio of over 80 built residential, commercial, tourist and office
projects since their beginnings in 1991, and the firm’s national and international
dw
prizes attest the quality of our work.
www.archetonic.mx/projects/u-125/
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Piada Lyon
by Masquespacio

A

rthur
 and Mathilde’s mother had a dream about their children bringing a part
of her native Italy to the French city Lyon, through the traditional receipt for
“piadinas”, a flatbread made of flour that can be used as a side dish or stuffed
with typical ingredients from the Italian gastronomy like ham, mozzarella and tomato.
Arthur and Mathilde were sure about the fact that to bring this traditional receipt
to the contemporary world they needed to represent it through a modern brand
that could appeal to a young and actual public. Therefore, they decided to contact
Masquespacio for the interior design of their first Piada in Lyon, France.
Situated in the Confluence neighborhood and surrounded by residential buildings
from the most relevant contemporary architects and old fabrics reused for events and
nightlife, the shopping center at which you can find Piada, is being developed for
multi-purposes and integrates a cinema, indoor adventure park, stores and restaurants.
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For the design the briefing was clear. A space that transmitted the Italian origin from
the product for sale needed to be designed, including its traditional elements and
natural ingredients. The space above required to remind to the past, but through a
modern aesthetic. Due to this since the beginning Masquespacio opted to use tiles
with an artisan aspect, besides a range of elements like the golden bar lamps and
arcs with mirrors that remember us to the traditional bars from the ancient Italy.
Using plants, wood and terracotta on the other hand the natural touch is visible. The
neon light “A bit of Italy” from its side can be highlighted as one of the key elements
required by Piada’s founders from the beginning.
As for many projects designed by Masquespacio a big amount of color is used to
brighten the day of Piada’s consumers, while they enjoy a delicious piadina.
dw

www.masquespacio.com
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PINE TREE
Miami, USA

O

Layered views and blurring edges

pen plan living and the ability to live in and through your home has inspired
this transparent and easy-living family home. Set between the Indian Creek
Canal and Pine Tree Drive in Miami’s historic Collin’s Waterfront district, the
SAOTA-designed space is expansive and fluid – opening up to the activity of the canal
when desired, or contained when privacy is needed.
Set on a strongly linear proportioned site, the building is porous, bringing the landscape
and water bodies into the interior of the house to create a greater sense of space.
Through the introduction of a number of introverted and extroverted courtyards, the
house boasts views to the outside in two directions. These views are visible from almost
any point in the house, creating a tangible and immediate relationship to the outdoors.
“The design is as much about containment as it is about the views through the many living
spaces, towards the Atlantic Ocean and world-renowned Miami Beach,” says SAOTA
director, Philip Olmesdahl. “While the overall contemporary architectural design is a key
focus of the SAOTA design team, the use and connectivity of the spaces is the primary
driver - how the house lives.”
The approach to living on the water is a unique Miami experience and something SAOTA
sought to reinforce, in keeping with the continuous summers in Miami. In total, the size
of the overall body of water on the site, is about half the space of the six-bedroom house.
On arrival, a multi-purpose basketball court creates a buffer to Pine Tree Drive, offering
a suspensive arrival experience as one enters into the grand, serene forecourt. On the
opposite side of the property, to the back of the house, a pool pavilion provides a space
for people to enjoy the immediacy of the water - both at the pool and at the waterway; an
enclosed space offering an outdoor experience, while also allowing for privacy.
A great deal of time and effort went into the design of the pool courtyard,” says Mark
Bullivant, SAOTA director. “Time was spent understanding the use of the spaces,
including how and when the pool will be used. The outdoor area is animated by a series
of events; whether that be the hot tub, BBQ, bar, or a two-storey waterslide. The waterslide
forms a focal point at the pool pavilion and makes the space appealing for entertaining.”
Natural lighting plays a strong role in informing the design, with glazed openings to the
side of the house flooding the interiors with natural light. The outdoor terrace is also
designed to take full advantage of the Western sun, late into the afternoon.
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Project name: Pine Tree
Project Location: Miami, United States
Architects: SAOTA
Project Architects: Philip Olmesdahl, Mark Bullivant & Andrew Moerdyk
Architect of Record: DVICE Inc. - Dan Ritchie
Contractor: Brodson Construction
Interiors: Nils Sanderson
Lighting Consultant: Lux Populi
Landscaping: Raymond Jungles
Project Photographer: Dan Forer
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“Raymond Jungles’ relaxed, confident and freehand approach to landscaping resulted in
a natural environment that truly reflects Miami. The integration between interior and
exterior spaces allows lush greenery to invade the home in a structured way.”
The concept of containment of the various living spaces is best embodied in the screens
that cloak the building. Primarily born out of the functional need for privacy and solar
control, their application evolved to something far more significant as punched anodised
aluminium becomes architectural jewellery. The screens play with the character of light,
heightening the experience of enclosure and transparency.
The screens have multiple functions; in some instances they define spaces, as seen with
the double volume nature of the entrance, and in others they facilitate the creation of
private protected sanctuaries, as seen in the bedroom where the terraces can be screened
in to become part of the room. Where the screens are iconic and loud, the finishes are
assertive, but restrained. A key intent has been to implement a palette that is controlled
and continuous - limiting the materials to a core few wherever possible. This ensured a
cohesion between various spaces, creating a home that is refined and comfortable to live
in.
The interiors are designed in collaboration with Nils Sanderson. There is a refinement
to the interior design of the home that subtly rouses all senses but leaves room for
discovery. Serene and harmonious, the fluid finishes creates a sense of respite from the
pace of city life. Warm tones are explored throughout the sun-filled spaces by using
delicate manipulations of patterns and textures. This is complemented by unique lighting
designed by Lux Populi. The designers approach keeps things calm and subdued, creating
an effortless design. Singularity and warmth is achieved through various materials
including the callacutta and limestone, the wood’s richness, texture and movement.
Working with DVice as the architect of record and Brodson as the construction company,
Pine Tree is SAOTA’s first project to be completed in Miami.
SAOTA’s design DNA is derived from the South African way of living, with emphasis on
the outdoors and homes as an extension of a lifestyle.
Captivated by the warm Miami climate and landscape potential, the design embodies an
approach that prioritises the use and the function of the house as the driver for the design
process. This is one of the main reasons for SAOTA’s international success with projects
in more than 33 countries across North America and Central America, Europe, Africa,
dw
Asia, Australasia and the Middle East.
www.saota.com.
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ON THE
TERRACE

Donut stool

D

onut is an outdoor stool with a
fun and playful design that also
happens to be ingenious, just
a glance will bring a smile to your face.
With a somewhat obvious inspiration
little more needs to be said to describe
what it looks like at first sight. In fact,
its Japanese designer, Mikiya Kobayashi
was inspired by the shape of doughnuts
to create this delightful stool. A playful
accessory that undoubtedly brings a spark
of humour and good fun to any ambience.
The seat is made from a soft foam filling
while the gathers that appear within the
material that covers it underlines the
similarities with the doughnut reference.
It’s a fabric that is made specifically for use
in the outdoors so that it’s very resistant
to the weather and can be removed for
washing.
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ON THE
TERRACE

3
3

With its feel of a stuffed seat, it’s
almost as if this exterior stool was
upholstered, Donut is, in fact, a design
that equally fits inside, easily. So that it
can be used indoors or outdoors without
any distinction; keeping it outside and
sometimes using it inside, when needed
or the other way around. Because one of
the best things about Donut, specifically,
is its soft seating, a lot more comfortable
over time than other stools made from
more rigid materials.
Donut is also available in many colours,
some highly vivid ones like red, pink or
mustard. It can be used as a feature piece
to bring a dash of colour to highlight a bar

or eating area, with an informal air that
seems spontaneous but has a certain style
and practicality about it.
DIABLA is a new brand of outdoor
furniture, accessories and complementary
items. The designs are typically casual,
original and creative, with new formulas
for enjoying outdoor living in all kinds of
settings and at any time of year. DIABLA
is a brand with an inspiring attitude that
offers creative ideas for stylish settings.
The bold, colourful designs not only
contribute something new, but they are
also the expression of new lifestyles.
DIABLA is the third GANDIABLASCO
brand, a new business adventure backed

by this prestigious firm with close to eight
decades of experience in the domestic
and international contemporary design
sector. The collections are developed with
the support of resources and expertise
accumulated by GANDIABLASCO in
terms of the design, production and
development culture that prevails in the
business. The company entrusted the
leadership of this new project to architect
and designer Sara Romero, founding
partner of the Romero Vallejo studio. dw
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

Waste Pickers

J

depots. The result is that Johannesburg
is remarkably clean, which adds to its
attractive reputation of being the largest
man-made forest in the world.

Johannesburg’s rapid growth coupled
with under-resourced waste management,
has led to enormous landfill sites. The 60
thousand odd informal waste pickers
play an important part in sorting and
delivering recyclable waste to the correct

The Gauteng Province has created the
Waste Recyclers Project to help divert
waste from the brimming landfills, and
to help reduce the costs of landfill. This
project has been collecting information
on the waste pickers who operate alone,
or who work in co-operatives, and
helping them to understand how to get
better revenue at the buy-back centres.
The other aspect of this method of waste
collection is the transport of the waste.
There is a plan afoot to equip the waste
pikers with motorised 3-wheeler vehicles
to help mechanise the huge haulage
problem. These vehicles will initially be
given to co-operatives in Tembisa and
Ekurheleni, where the recipients have

ohannesburg has a remarkable
informal sector of waste management.
Waste pickers, towing huge sacks on
top of four-caster wheel wooden bases,
can be seen in the well-healed suburbs
of Johannesburg, early in the morning
or even late the night before the rubbish
removal day. These men carefully sift
through the dustbins that we put outside
our gates without a care, and remove
paper, cardboard, tins and plastic, which
they load into huge square bags on their
trolleys. They then push or pull these
elephantine loads down into the city
centre, to the specific waste depots there.
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completed driving competency courses.
These vehicles should help the pickers
treble their monthly earnings from the
R2400 average. Communication with cell
phones will help, so the waste pickers can
find out the going rate for their loads. The
government also hopes to introduce large
corporates to the local pickers, removing
a cost for the company and increasing the
market for the collectors.
Next time you see the waste pickers
rooting through your bin, don’t mutter,
but thank them effusively for the work
they are doing to help with waste overload
in this large city of ours. I get a huge thrill
when I see them free-wheeling down the
hills into town, urban surfboarders miles
from any ocean.
Gill Butler
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BRIGHT
IDEAS

Elegant personalisation

M

ELJAC, the leader in high-end
switches, uses its expertise in
bespoke design, offering an
infinite variety of engraving, from the
catalogue or using a design provided
by the client: pictograms, words in any
language, Braille, designs, motifs…
This skill is one reason why the brand
is so well known, an essential for high
quality, aesthetic electric switches, made
in France.
MELJAC adapts each model to the
needs of its clients to make it a unique
creation.
MELJAC has the skill to carry out
engraving on the brand’s products
in brass, glass and porcelain, to add
additional information or decoration.
Each engraving is carefully planned
and made using cutting-edge technology
allied with the irreplaceable skill of the
dw
craftsman.

About MELJAC
Created in 1995 by André Bousquet, the
company designs high-quality electrical
equipment using the finest materials. Its
innovation and working methods are at
the heart of its development, guaranteeing
an optimum quality which has allowed it
to export its products and become the
market leader.
www.meljac.fr
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Cape Town
82 Sir Lowry Road,
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Kramerville Place, Ground Floor,

Woodstock,

14A Kramer Road,

Cape Town, 8001

Kramerville, 2090

021 461 9078
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Johannesburg

011 262 0202

www.corefurniture.co.za
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Screen in Chalk Soft Grey

TAYLOR ROLLER BLIND
COLLECTION
GOOD
UV CONTROL

GLARE &
HEAT REDUCTION

Contact us on 0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)
for an obligation-free quote and expert advice.
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EASY
TO CLEAN

FLAME
RETARDANT

www.taylorblinds.co.za
@TaylorShutters

AUTOMATED
OR MANUAL

ANTIMICROBIAL

SUITABLE FOR
MOIST CONDITIONS

BLINDS & SHUTTERS
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